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IX. DESCRIPTION OF AN ORGANISM OBTAINED FROM CARCINOMATOUS GROWTHS.
By James Young, D.S.O., M.D., F.R.C.S.
The organism with which this report is concerned was isolated from about forty cases of human carcinoma and two cases of breast carcinoma in the mouse.
The investigation began in an attempt from a general survey of the literature on cancer to find any facts or suggestions pointing along one common direction. One soon was struck by the fact that the body of recent opinion seemed to be opposed to the parasitic theory, but side by side (Fig. 3) .
After four to six days in a deep medium, with the comparatively small, coccoid forms there are found comparatively large, round, or oval yeast-like bodies, measuring about 2 ^ to 3 ix in diameter.
In these, to begin with, the bipolar staining may be recognised ; eventually, however, they are uniformly darkstaining throughout (Figs. 2, 4 (Fig. 7) . Eventually it becomes pale throughout, and in this phase it is almost invisible (Fig. 10) (Figs. 7, 10 ).
On the slope cultures one can occasionally see germination occurring, and then the granules are found lying at the surface of the adjacent round pale bodies that form the early stage in the germination of the yeast-like forms ; the general appearance then produced is that of a honeycomb (Fig. 8) paniment of the study of the organism in culture; by its means one thought it might be possible to obtain a knowledge of the source of the developing germ. After a short period of immersion the tumour substance, in the majority of cases, softens, and fragments sufficient for examination on a smear can be obtained with a Pasteur pipette. This was the routine method employed. At other times the tumour fragment was removed and fixed in Schaudinn's fixative, subsequently being cut in paraffin. This is the more satisfactory method.
The minute details of structure are in most cases quickly obscured; and it is only on rare occasions that the sections are sufficiently free of debris to allow of any deductions. The outstanding feature is the rich development throughout the fragment of the organism just described. The growth is for the most part patchy, being most marked on the surface, where the tumour is in contact with the medium.
In the deeper levels it consists mainly of small discrete aggregations of growth (Fig. n) . The stage of development corresponds with the interval during which the tumour has been immersed. In the earlier stages the picture may be a clean one of one phase ; in the later stages the coccoid, bacillary, mycelial, and sporing forms are often mingled in confusion.
At the moment of publication the findings suggest that the organism in the cancerous tissue is present in at least two forms, and that from each of these forms the cultural growth ordinarily springs?(i) in the nucleus in the minute phases, (2) in the form of individual "spores" or "spore-masses" in the nucleus or tissue spaces.
(1) In the Nucleus.?In the nucleus of the actively growing cancer cell there is no definable organism, and the same applies to the cancerous tissue of the early cultural experiments. But, at the end of several days' growth, where the nuclei have escaped disintegration, I have on several occasions found them apparently occupied by the coccoid and bacillary forms; in some of my specimens this demonstration is extremely suggestive. The bodies are found lying in the nuclei, from which they are seen escaping into the surrounding area (Fig. 12) . In most cases this appearance is not found, for complete disintegration of the nuclei is usually an early phenomenon.
( FlG. 12.?Nucleus from human carcinoma surrounded by coccoid and "sporing" forms which seem to be escaping from it. Germinating forms above.
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